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Horror and Nightmare Creatures Mosaic Color by Number Dark Fantasy Adult Coloring Book
There's a myth in Southern Ohio about an apparition thatseeks to live again. Taking place over 100 years, The Ghost of Ohio follows thetitular spectre as
he tries to unravel the mystery of his own death and fightsto return to the earthly plane. Written by Black Veil Brides frontman AndyBiersack and tying into
his second solo album of the same name, The Ghost ofOhio is a gothic adventure for the ages.

Canon Alberic’s Scrapbook (Fantasy and Horror Classics)
Looming onto the television landscape in 2011, American Horror Story gave viewers a weekly dose of psychological unease and gruesome violence.
Embracing the familiar horror conventions of spooky settings, unnerving manifestations and terrifying monsters, series co-creators Ryan Murphy and Brad
Falchuk combine shocking visual effects with an engaging anthology format to provide a modern take on the horror genre. This collection of new essays
examines the series’ contribution to television horror, focusing on how the show speaks to social concerns, its use of classic horror tropes and its
reinvention of the tale of terror for the 21st century.

Human Again
The war on humanity has begun Wolfhaven - ground zero - none in this town will survive the wrath of the pack. The first slaughter sparks the beginning of
the end for humanity as the Wolfhaven pack descends upon the unsuspecting townsfolk to exact revenge for the killing of one of our own - Pharo, the
mother of the pack, once feared and respected by our kind throughout the region, is no more. Claude's plan is bold yet carefully thought out; to spread from
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Wolfhaven, town by town, village by village, city by city; to rid the world of the human plague and put an end to the desecration of this wondrous planet. It
all begins here. As the ranks swell, the surrounding packs forming alliances and consolidating, select humans spared annihilation to be turned and
assimilated as the moon casts her influence. Will our beloved Alpha's grand plan come to fruition? Or, will pettiness, arrogance, and territorial pissing end
this war before it begins? I am Shona, first daughter of Pharo, and here my story begins

Lines & Dots
Chris Mentillo presentsa riviting supernatural horror tale --taken from his short story collection, "Tales of Horror" series: An "unhappy heiress" tries to find
eternal solitude by turning back towards her childhood to cure her present psychological anguish of getting older. Only she finds out later, she may have
made a big mistake! If you love the supernatural, ghosts, paranormal, unidentified creepy creatures, and of coarse horror, then you don't want to miss out
on this one!

Spiroglyphics: Rock Heroes
Horror is always game for a life; no bone is left unturned, no body ignored in the haunt for a good joke. In the pages that follow, punishments are meted out
in inventive fashion, a his-and-hearse mix of stories utterly in tomb with each other. Language, it seems, is truly the Devil's plaything, and why should he
have all the good jokes? After all, are we not all entitled to carrion laughing? In the end, dying is awfully good at raising the spirits and don't let anyone tell
you otherwise. Peace and blood

Scientific American
Comet Press presents the ultimate collection of extreme creature horror with 17 deviant and gore-soaked stories featuring demons, cannibals, mutants,
golems, werewolves, and many more vile creatures. Brace yourself for a wild and bestial ride in these disturbing tales of Sick Things. FANGORIA
MAGAZINE REVIEW "Cover every orifice. Comet Press' new collection SICK THINGS: AN ANTHOLOGY OF EXTREME CREATURE
HORROR is making a beeline for the soft contents of your body—and it doesn't care one bit where it makes its grand entrance, orbital sockets or
otherwise. Rest assured this violation will be painful, given the tight confinements of our fallible frames of flesh—but anything less than a full-on ass-rape
would probably seem insufficient in the eyes of editrix Cheryl Mullenax. Read on at your own stomach's peril." FATALLY YOURS REVIEW "If you are
an extreme fan of horror looking for the ultimate in disgusting, vile and disturbing fiction, Sick Things: An Anthology of Extreme Creature Horror is a mustread…just make sure you have your barf bag handy!" TOXIC GRAVEYARD REVIEW "Recently I’ve discovered the awesomeness that is Comet Press.
There is a myriad of small press horror publishers out there, and more seem to be popping up all the time. Many times these small press companies promise
“extreme” horror but often what you get is a poorly edited book riddled with grammatical and spelling errors with mediocre unknowns sandwiched
between old stories from established authors. Thank goodness for Comet Press. I’ve reviewed their previous releases Vile Things and The Death Panel
and loved em both. The bar was set high for Sick Things, and it soared over it on cloven hoof."
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Terror Tree Pun Book of Horror Stories
Spiroglyphics: Animals
Something evil has come to Eden Springs, Pennsylvania. Familiar faces are luring their loved ones to dark corners. Paranoia spreads through every
household. And a tall figure in a dark suit and tie is preparing for one final, grand feast. It all traces back to English Teacher Gabriel Torres, whose perfect
life collapses after his wife, Zoe, is murdered in a random attack. When a mysterious elderly woman offers him a chance to see Zoe again through a process
called "dream manifestation therapy", Gabriel doesn't hesitate. But shortly after he traverses back to reality, he learns something else has crossed over with
him.Navigating through a town engulfed in chaos, Gabriel's only aid comes in the form of a troubled adolescent skateboarder, a tattooed gas station clerk
on the run from her abusive husband, and the gun-toting blind ghost of Zoe's favorite country singer, Connor Vaughn. Time is slipping. The lives of Eden
Springs' remaining survivors are in jeopardy. Now Gabriel must conquer the dark force he helped summon, even if it means letting go of the only thing he's
ever loved.

Fancy Coloring
Deep within the abyss of the hospital is a man who will soon realize that revenge is best served cold. As icy as death. This pocket horror not only includes
the short story "Come Play, Bent Man" but also includes the flash fiction piece "Embers" and the poem "Blunt Force Trauma."

Stranger Things Dots Lines Spirals Coloring Book
Great Scott! The hilarious hit movie from the 1980s is now a wild and wacky picture book perfect for kids of any age! More than 30 years after its theatrical
debut, Back to the Future remains a perennial favorite in classrooms and at family movie nights across the country. This story illustrated by Kim Smith
captures all the classic moments of the film through fun and kid-friendly illustrations. Follow teenage Marty McFly as he travels from 1985 to 1955, meets
his parents (as teenagers), and teaches his father how to stand up to bullies. Complete with a time-traveling DeLorean, a mad scientist companion, and a
lightning-fueled finale, this is the perfect book for kids, parents, and anyone looking to go back in time.

Dots, Lines and Spirals: Serial Killers: New Type of Stress Relief Coloring Book for Adults
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike
for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later,
the great lamps that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city.
She and her friend Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American
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Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’
Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic
post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An
electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A
harrowing journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

Serial Killers Adult Coloring Book
GET IMMERSE INTO WONDERFUL WORLD OF RELAXATION WITH SUPREME COLORING BOOK FOR ADULTS! CREATE YOUR
UNIQUE STRESS RELIEF PICTURES! You can see result of your work after coloring between the lines with pen or pencil! After finishing of coloringyou'll see complete picture takes a excellent shapes! You will definitely be proud of your artwork! See what you will find inside: * 3 types of graphic puzzlesdots, lines and spirals. * 25 images with most famous characters from Supernatural TV series are hidden behind the graphic shapes! * Excellent way to
develop self-motivation and cognitive functions! * Each image is printed on a separate page to prevent bleed-through occasions.

Horror Creatures Dots Lines Spirals
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers provides a cure for his boredom.

Sick Things
Relax and delve into a world of color by number made just for you! This adult coloring book of horror-filled images will scare you silly or put your mind at
ease (depending on the type of person you are) as you let your cares slip away and enjoy coloring these nightmarish images. The images in this book include
a wide variety of frightening creatures and horror scenes. Our professional artists will leave you with breathtaking finished images that you can color, tear
out and hang up if you like. You will feel your stress melting away (or building up as you fill with fear) as you follow the simple number scheme with the
colors listed, or go ahead and fill the images with your own favorite colors! Each image is printed on high-quality paper and every drawing is followed by a
blank sheet of paper so you never have to worry about tearing individual images out of the book. You will get: 20 mosaic horror and dark creature designs
and illustrations Single sided pages that are great for framing Premium shiny finish cover design Large 8.5x11 pages that fit easily into a standard 8.5 x11
frame BONUS color by number pages at the end from other books! Plenty of space to get wild and free! Enjoy the horror and dark creatures and let your
cares melt away!

The Ghost of Ohio
A wide collection of all things creepy, think Ghouls, Monsters, Zombies, Mummies, and other scary things that go bump in the night, mixed with some not
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so creepy, as in Witches, Pumpkins, Castles, Graveyards and other such (not so) monstrous pictures drawn by a group of likeminded artists that make up
Rolling Voice, and can now be revealed illustrated this Adult Colouring Book whilst being locked up in a dingy basement in SW15 (we think), chained
together, regularly beaten with other authors unsold rolled up colouring books (literally) if we didn't produce a certain number of pages every hour. Thank
god, that hell is nearly over and once we hit a certain number of sales we shall be released back in to society. Unfortunately that number is rather high and
as a result you, the lucky patron (still walking freely outdoors), will be able to enjoy other volumes of this book as we are still drawing every hour and should
have our next episode out soon. Boasting over 95 designs, some intricate (will take ages to colour), whilst others are designed with simpler patterns for when
you are looking for something easier to spend a few minutes on (or having a bad health day). We could go on about Jung and his colouring books, but we
leave that to other author's descriptions and try to differentiate ourselves through our work and philosophy. We hope those who see our work realise this
difference and appreciate the extra effort we try to put in (every hour).

Harry Styles Dots Lines Spirals Coloring Book
Wolvz Whispers of War
Harry Styles Dots Line Spirals Coloring Book Is New Kind Of Stress Relief Coloring Book For Kids And Adults And Harry Styles Fan's!

The Beauty of Horror Coloring Book
Thirty-three authentic, unaltered Aboriginal stories are brought to you by Aboriginal storyteller custodians. Unlike other compilations, these stories are
presented with approval from Aboriginal elders in an effort to help foster a better understanding of the history and culture of the Aboriginal people; they are
accompanied by a historical overview and other background information about Australia's oldest still-existing culture.

The Serial Killer Coloring Book
46 Pennywise Coloring Pages for Kids & Young Adults This Coloring Book having collections of Pennywise designed to entertain and engage the
Pennywise Fans of all Ages. Each image is printed on a separate Single-sided page to prevent bleed-through. You can remove & display your artwork with a
standard 8.5" x 11" frame. For anyone who loves Pennywise, this book makes a nice gift for all ages. Enjoy the Best Pennywise Coloring Book available on
Amazon!

Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas Magnet Set
Spiroglyphics are a totally original idea from the twisted mind of genius puzzle-designer Thomas Pavitte! Thomas's unique talent is creating activity puzzles
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that result in something truly extraordinary. His 1000 Dot-to-Dot books and Querkles colouring books have become international best-sellers, enjoyed by
creative puzzle fans the world over, with millions of copies in print. Spiroglyphics are even more incredible than anything he has done before. Each
oversized design starts life as a featureless spiral, but as you fill in the lines you find yourself creating a surprising, eye-popping portrait of a rock icon. Fun to
create and amazing to look at, the Spiroglyphics will blow your mind, and make amazing artworks for your wall!

Reading American Horror Story
This fancy adults coloring book by coloring creators is the perfect way to stress relief and relaxation with fun while coloring images.

The Phantom Tollbooth
Bring your favorite characters from the beloved animated classic to any magnetic surface with Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas Magnet Set!
This kit includes: 16 magnets featuring favorite characters from the film 2-sided illustrated backdrop to build your favorite scenes 16-page illustrated sticker
book

Supernatural Dots Lines Spirals Coloring Book
While visiting his mother at her secluded Waldport cabin, an English teacher is awoken in the night by screams. Something gigantic is heaving itself against
the rickety front door, relentlessly pounding and scratching - and shrieking his name. The hideous creature seems to know everything about the man, and
takes special interest in his wife's deteriorating health. On the other side of the world, a bleary-eyed detective works late, desperate to avoid the recurring
dream of his fiancée's murder. But when a bloodied child stumbles into the Pine Rest Police Department and collapses, the detective finds himself facing
off against his worst nightmare. In the Devil's Dreams is the story of three broken people and the boy who links them. The lives and nightmares of the
characters are elegantly interwoven, and the story is revealed through multiple points of view.

A True Tale of Horror
Do you like an unusual coloring and puzzles? Then you will definitely like this new kind of adult coloring activity book with 25 different animals. This book
is for those who like to color small details and elements. It has a therapeutic effect and relieves stress. To get the finished drawing you need to color lines and
dots using only one pencil, pen or marker. But if you want to get an exceptional artwork, you can experiment with different colors. This book is ideal for
traveling as it is light, has a letter size and you only need one color.

Shamanskin
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Viva Magnum, the boss of pulp coloring, presents this bone-chilling, nerve wracking, edge-of-seat, gory entertainment coloring book for those who have the
courage to do it. After all, demons and ghosts are real and they exist inside us. Bring them out, bring it on! So, pick up your coloring stuff and create your
own beautiful horror. Gore was never so good!

Back to the Future
Villipede Publications' first horror and dark speculative fiction anthology will tenderly caress your amygdalae and viciously twist your imagination. With
fifteen short stories and four poems from both established and upcoming authors, this haunting collection will force readers to reevaluate their thoughts on
what darkness really is: something we're all born of yet perpetually trying to flee; a malevolent force that desires our servitude or destruction-or something
that simply wishes to lock us in its cold, scaly, fathomless grip. Or perhaps, even, it's an asylum for our jittery minds and confused hearts-a place of solace
where humans may patiently inspect their primal natures and desires . . . a place where the barriers between monster and man begin to shift and break
down. The authors' origins span the breadth of the globe: the UK, Greece, Australia, Sweden, the US-and their stories are just as diverse. While the styles
and subject matter of the stories may differ greatly, what is consistent is the dedication each author has harnessed to create unique fiction and scenarios of
bewitching caliber. Holding Darkness Ad Infinitum in your trembling hands, you may find yourself faced with a simple ultimatum: Do you turn around and
embrace the darkness of your own free will . . . or will it embrace you first? Contents: LONGBOAT - Becky Regalado, IN THE WALLS - Adam Millard,
LOVE GRUDGE - Dot Wickliff, EARTH, RISEN - Pete Clark, SMUDGE - Jonathan Templar, THE HIGH PRIEST - C. Deskin Rink, STEALING
DARKNESS - Geoffrey H. Goodwin, THE WESTHOFF VERSION - Patrick O'Neill, THE BURNING MAN - Tony Flynn, BLESS ME FATHER Lisamarie Lamb, A LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS - Lawrence Salani PILING UP - Kallirroe Agelopoulou, DOOR TO INSANITY - Mathias Jansson,
BRANNIGAN'S WINDOW - John Mc Caffrey, THE SONG THAT CRAWLED - Adam S. House, HUNGRY AS THE WIND - Jonathan Moon, THE
GOOD MAN - David Dunwoody, THE UNDERTAKER'S MELANCHOLY - Sydney Leigh, THE TUNNEL RECORD - J. Daniel Stone WITH
ARTWORK FROM: Wednesday Wolf, David Shearer, Justin Wheeler, Mark Thompson (Monstark Studios), Eric Ford, Dennis Anderson (Dennis A!),
Luke Spooner (Carrion House), Adam Domville, Stephen Cooney, and Matt Edginton.

Horror Addicts Guide to Life
The lines, they are a-changin' . . . into incredible portraits of your favorite musicians. Thomas Pavitte, best-selling author of the 1000 Dot-to-Dot and
Querkles series, has created a new type of mind-bending graphic puzzle in Spiroglypics: Music Icons. At first, all you see are simple spirals, but when you
look a little closer and start to color between the lines, you'll see the face of a music icon begin to take shape--and when you're finished, you'll want to hang
your masterpiece on the wall. This remarkable collection of 20 puzzles features music legends such as Elvis Presley, Madonna, David Bowie, and Tina
Turner. Put on some of your favorite music, grab a felt-tip pen, and transform a set of simple lines into an amazing work of art!

Crush and Color: Jason Momoa
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M. R. James was born in Kent, England in 1862. James came to writing fiction relatively late, not publishing his first collection of short stories – Ghost
Stories of an Antiquary (1904) – until the age of 42. Modern scholars now see James as having redefined the ghost story for the 20th century and he is seen
as the founder of the 'antiquarian ghost story'. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions with a brand new
introductory biography of the author.

The City of Ember
Serial Killer Fanatics - A very unique coloring book has arrived.You have never seen Jeffrey Dahmer, Robert Berdella or Ted Bundy like this.Who said
coloring books were exclusively for children?There are monsters hiding in the darkness, and yet for some reason, our curiosity and fascination can't help but
attract us to them - our minds wishing to discover their philosophies and our interest growing as we learn more of them.For many of these murderers, death
became more than just a crime: it became an art. An art which they practiced and enjoyed, like the painting of a portrait, or the coloring of a book just like
this one.In The Serial Killer Coloring Book we shall provide you with:- 38 of the most famous serial killers brought to you in a way you've never seen them
before.- High-resolution images which will allow you to fill in the smallest details and achieve the most realistic results.- Single-sided pages, with each image
given its own page to save you from worrying about the colors bleeding through and damaging your next serial killer's image.- Very accurate symbolism to
each killer, providing context to their atrocious crimes and creepy stories.- The possibility of a fantastic gift for your friends, family and loved ones who love
the True Crime genre.So, what are you waiting for? Discover this entirely fresh take on coloring books and tackle anxiety and stress in an incredible new
way with The Serial Killer Coloring Book.

Stress Free Creepy Crawlies
Do you love the horror genre? Do you look at horror as a lifestyle? Do the "norms" not understand your love of the macabre? Despair no longer, my friend,
for within your grasp is a book written by those who look at horror as a way of life, just like you. This is your guide to living a horrifying existence. Featuring
interviews with Midnight Syndicate, Valentine Wolfe, and The Gothic Tea Society. Authors: Kristin Battestella, Mimielle, Emerian Rich, Dan Shaurette,
Steven Rose Jr., Garth von Buchholz, H.E. Roulo, Sparky Lee Anderson, Mary Abshire, Chantal Boudreau, Jeff Carlson, Catt Dahman, Dean Farnell,
Sandra Harris, Willo Hausman, Laurel Anne Hill, Sapphire Neal, James Newman, Loren Rhoads, Chris Ringler, Jessica Robinson, Eden Royce, Sumiko
Saulson, Patricia Santos Marcantonio, J. Malcolm Stewart, Stoneslide Corrective, Mimi A.Williams, and Ron Vitale. With art by Carmen Masloski and
Lnoir.

World`s Okayest Dad
This great notebook is perfect for daddys. On 120 lined pages is enough space for notes, appointments and tasks.

Pennywise Coloring Book
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A New Kind of Coloring Book for Adult Relaxation with just only One Color! Fun, Easy, and Interesting! With any pen or marker you have in hand in
anywhere, you can take the stress out and bring your favourite one come to life. Do not worry about changing colors, finding the right shape, just simple
enjoy coloring. Let's color while watching TV, listening to music or a podcast, and spending time with family. This book contains: Consists of Dots, Lines
and Spiroglyphics types Perfect size 8.5 x 11 inches. High quality paper Relax with just ONE COLOR! Very unique and exciting, as well as relaxing!

Midnight's Lair
In the supernatural halls of power in the old, dusty forgotten substructures and mansions of Philadelphia there came a whisper one day. The whisper told of
an artifact that could control the dead be they vampire or spirit-kind. The two pillars of power, the vampiric House of Brittingham, and the self proclaimed
defenders of humanity: the Penumbra Brotherhood, acted with an immediacy almost unheard of for either faction. Both sects needed to find the item before
the other because he who holds the shamanskin controls the army of the world's undead. The denizens of Hartshorn, PA, those that sleep above ground and
those that do not, know nothing of the hell that is about to rain down on them like Heaven's ejected rebellion. It is a confrontation that will decide the fate
of all humankind." Author C.W. Russette takes Horror Adventure to a whole new terrifying level with his debut novel- SHAMANSKIN. Published by Pro
Se Productions.

Spiroglyphics: Music Icons
ABSOLUTELY NEW TYPE OF STRESS RELIEF COLORING BOOK FOR ADULTS! This coloring book is the best way to get relaxation and fine
mood for the whole day! Just sit down, take pencil or marker and start to color between the lines and look new picture appears! Really fun and easy to color!
Get rid of bad mood! * 3 types of graphic puzzles lines, dots and spirals are presented. * 25 images with best characters from Stranger Things are hidden by
lines, dots and spirals! * Long hours of fun are guaranteed! * Once start-you can't wait to finish it! * No extra skills are required! * Each image is printed on
a separate page to prevent bleed-through occasions.

Crunch Time
Tensions are running high in the country's top law firm. A major deal is underway. The boss is a psycho. Situation normal. But when zombies overrun the
office, survivors face more than Monday morning blues. For some, the ensuing chaos is a time to settle old scores. For others it may be a chance at
redemption and a new beginning. Most people just want to leave the building. One small group of eccentric and overlooked employees might just have the
skills to make it out alive. But time is running out, options are narrowing and the king of zombies is very hungry.

Darkness Ad Infinitum
"We think a monster can at least be killed; it's flesh and blood. Therefore it can die. If it doesn't die, it will always be there-lurking in our shadows." Dangers
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Untold isn't your normal horror anthology; not a vampire, zombie or werewolf to be found. Filled with unusual monsters and unexpected terror, Dangers
Untold is a series of seventeen short stories from horror industry professionals who have a different take on what makes for good horror. From a legend
come true to hidden artifacts in the ice to a child's playmate, these tales will creep in through the cracks when you aren't looking to linger in your mind long
after you have closed the book. Keep the lights on because you're about to read Dangers Untold. Featuring stories by Gary Braunbeck, Erik Scott de Bie,
Jason V Brock, Lillian Cohen-Moore, Nathan Crowder, and Ryan Macklin. Haunted by Erik Scott de Bie Absolution of the Fallen Star by Nathan
Crowder House of Decay by T. Fox Dunham Black Box by Jason V Brock Innards by Erik Gustafson The Beacon by Ryan Macklin The Madness by
Joseph Mulak The Visit by Adrienne Dellwo A Monstrous Touch by Marty Young Mutes by Rob Smales Nuckelavee by David Price Stone Heart, Vinyl
Floors by Jeff Parish Peepers by Scott M. Goriscak The Dybbuk Wife by Lily Cohen-Moore The Oracle Bone by BE Scully The Lake by Melissa Stevens
The Man With a Canvas Bag by Gary Braunbeck

Come Play, Bent Man
Spiroglyphics is even more incredible than anything Thomas has done before. Each oversized design starts its life as a featureless spiral, but as you fill in the
lines you find yourself creating a surprising, eye-popping portrait of a wonderful animal. Fun to create and amazing to look at, Spiroglyphics will blow your
mind, and make amazing artworks for your wall! In this book, Thomas creates incredible puzzles from the animal kingdom. Colour the circles to reveal
cute, cuddly and compelling creatures from koalas to cats. Includes: · Butterfly · Cat · Dog · Duckling · Eagle · Fox · Flamingo · Hedgehog ·
Horse · Koala · Llama · Meerkat · Monkey · Owl · Sloth · Penguin · Pig (teacup) · Rabbit · Cockerel · Grizzly bear · Wolf

Gadi Mirrabooka
If you really want to relax try a new kind of coloring book (one color coloring book). Just relax, take pen, marker or pencil start to color between the lines
and look how the pictures coming into focus! When you finish look a little closer and you'll see your masterpiece take a shape! No extra skills. So fun and
easy to color! This coloring book has a therapeutic effect and relieves stress. - 3 types of graphic puzzles lines, dots and spirals (Thomas Pavitte style) different levels of difficulty - 35 serial killers hidden by lines, dots and spirals - 4 two sided illustrations - each image is printed on a separate page to prevent
bleed-through - highly addictive!

Dangers Untold
Trapped underground, how will they escape? Midnight's Lair is a terrifying journey into evil by the highly acclaimed Richard Laymon. Perfect for fans of
Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Mordocks's cave is one of the wonders of the world: a place where, every year, thousands of sightseers go deep beneath
the earth's surface to marvel at Nature's handiwork. But it's also home to things Nature never intended - violent, evil things. And when a power failure traps
a group of tourists underground, the creatures emerge from the darkness What readers are saying about Midnight's Lair: 'Written with Laymon's usual fastpaced, action packed, no-holds-barred style of writing, you'll find the novel difficult to put down at any point, with the next horrifying event just around the
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corner' 'This is 253 pages of pure splatterpunk heaven, delivering classic Laymon horror with a no-holds-barred approach and a reflection of his truly
twisted imagination. Absolutely great stuff!' 'The pace is frenetic, the characters are both endearing and repulsive, and the gratuitous violence is almost nonstop. Never have I read a book that could leave me slack jawed with horror and something akin to awe'

In the Devil's Dreams
FOR THOSE WITH TYPO-PHOBIA.THE SPELLING HAS BEEN CORRECTED.: ) The healthy and creative way for those with dark minds to
unwind and express themselves. 37 notorious serial killers for you to spend intimate time coloring. Single-sided images that are perfect for framing. Fill an
entire wall with these disturbing legends. Moderate to complex in detail. CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN.
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